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GERMANY'S ESSENTIAL SMARTPHONE APPS 

off, 

From the tram system across much of east Germany, to the double-decker busses in some cities in 

the west, public transport systems vary widely around Germany. 

This can be quite confusing if you're in a new city or looking to travel to one. This is where readers 

said Offi comes in handy: not only does it help you get from point A to point B, but offers alternative 

connections if yours is running late or if you've missed it. 

'This is the best app for public transport. Not only is it essential in Germany but in other cities or 

countries as well, though Germany is best covered," said Chenbo in Dresden. 

Diet.cc 

There are a lot of online German dictionaries, but readers such as Silviu from Munich preferred 

diet.cc as it provides example phrases for the selected word. It also translates from a wide variety 

of languages, from English to Finnish, and includes many colloquialism expressions left out of other 

dictionaries. 

Schnappchenfuchs 

Whether you're on the search for a new laptop or pair of skis, this comprehensive online coupon app 

was recommended by Local readers and bargain hunters. "It's a very useful app to find good online 

shopping deals," said Yuvaraj in Stuttgart. 

ldealo Shopping 

Other readers recommended this shopping companion app, which helps locate the best deals and 

tells you if you're getting ripped off or not. "You can check the prices of various articles and even 

scan a barcode to see if you are getting a good deal," said Emil in Hanover. 

Google Translate 

Many readers pointed to Deep! as the best on line translator, even giving the option to select a 

different word when you aren't satisfied with the the current version. However, as Deepl doesn't yet 

have an app, some readers pointed to "the next best" thing: Google Translate, which also has some 

savvy features such as automatic text translation and the ability to translate text offline. 


